Name of the Tool

Getty Images

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.gettyimages.in/

Subject

Photograph collections
Images, Photographic

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Getty Images, Inc.

Brief History

In 1995, Mark Getty and Chief Executive Officer Jonathan Klein co-founded Getty
Investments LLC. Mark Getty is the company's chairman. In September 1997, Getty
Communications, as it was called at the time, merged with PhotoDisc, Inc. to form
Getty Images. Getty Images acquired the Michael Ochs Archives in February 2007.

The Michael Ochs Archives were described by The New York Times as "the premier
source of musician photography in the world".
In 2009, Flickr announced a partnership with Getty Images in which specially
selected users could submit photographs for stock photography usage and receive
payment. In 2010, this was changed so that users could label images as suitable for
stock use themselves.

Scope and Coverage

Creative image collections from the world’s leading content producers are available
here. Some universal subjects on various fields are also available here.

Kind of Information

They offer the highest quality and diversity in rights-managed and royalty-free
images. Getty Images, Inc. is an American stock photo agency, with headquarters in
Seattle, Washington, United States. It is a supplier of stock images for business and
consumers with an archive of 80 million still images and illustrations and more than
50,000 hours of stock film footage. It targets three markets—creative professionals
(advertising and graphic design), the media (print and online publishing), and
corporate (in-house design, marketing and communication departments).
As Getty has acquired other older photo agencies and archives, it has digitized their
collections, enabling online distribution. Getty Images now operates a large
commercial website which allows clients to search and browse for images, purchase
usage rights and download images. Costs of images vary according to the chosen
resolution and type of rights associated with each image. The company also offers
custom photo services for corporate clients.

Special Features

 There is a Gallery where some recent categories are available. These are –

 Getty images provide API key to the users for the image search, metadata
retrieval, and account management. Visitors can access these API keys from their
API site by registering a free account. Visitors can use Getty Images API to test
all operations of the API for a selected collection of over 11 million images. This
key does not offer access to downloadable images.

Arrangement Pattern

All image collections are arranged categorically, under each category topics are
arranged alphabetically. There are two categories 

Creative image collections from the world’s leading content producers -



Universal Subjects -

Remarks

They add fresh new images constantly - from cutting-edge conceptual shots to sports
and archival images - visitors can find the perfect images for their use.

Comparable Tools

 Alamy ( http://www.alamy.com/)

Date of Access

March 16, 2017

